
Allegory and Civil War at Rome: the Deer Hunt in Vergil’s Aeneid 1.180-207 

The first extensive simile of Virgil’s Aeneid (1.148-154) likens the god Neptune’s 

calming of a tempest at sea to an unidentified man who quells and soothes (mulceo) the 

raging spirits (animi) of a riotous crowd (vulgus) with his words (dicti).  Previous 

scholars have investigated the multiplicity of meanings behind this simile including 

political allegory (Heinze, Poeschl, Morwood). Some identify this anonymous individual 

as Octavian, or Caesar Augustus, and equates the tumult at sea to late Republican civil 

discord at Rome (Putnam, Galinsky).  This simile also, I contend, establishes for the 

remainder of the Aeneid an allegorical reading of Aeneas’ journey and struggles to reach 

Italy and establish a new Troy, Rome: Aeneas’s labors mirror Augustus’ own to rescue 

Rome from the ashes of late Republican civil war.  

Thirty lines later in 1.180-207, Aeneas’s adventures in the woods again recall 

specific individuals and events described in 1.148-154. Both Aeneas and Achates, the 

former’s companion, pursue wild game and kill three leading deer, which are 

distinguished from the remaining herd by their stature and ornate horns.  Aeneas then 

encourages the spirits of his voyage-laden comrades with a pep talk to ensure the 

continuation of their journey. 

Since both passages share striking parallels in language, I argue that the deer hunt 

episode (1.180-207) extends and deepens the political resonance articulated in the 

Neptune scene. This further prompts the reader to associate the epic’s past with the 

present.  I will demonstrate how details of the hunt mirror certain individuals and 

circumstances from the recent civil war and thereby extend this allegorical connection.  

Fidus Achates (1.188), Aeneas’ right-hand man, represents Marcus Agrippa, a key ally 



and friend of Augustus.  Furthermore, the three deer who lead their respective train of 

followers, I suggest, symbolize Octavian’s main political opponents during the civil war: 

Marcus Antonius, Marcus Lepidus and Sextus Pompeius.  When Aeneas kills the deer, 

their followers become an indiscriminate crowd (vulgus) seeking shelter like the unruly 

mob depicted in 1.148-154.  Aeneas then proceeds to calm the grieving spirits (maerentia 

pectora mulceo) of his fatigued companions with a speech (dicti) in just the same way the 

unnamed individual soothes the riotous crowd earlier.  

The correspondence between Aeneas and Augustus, as well as reference to the 

civil wars is not coincidental. Aeneas and his men’s acknowledgement of their endurance 

and suffering are meant to reflect Caesar Augustus’ own leading up to the battle of 

Actium.  By examining these two episodes in the Aeneid, I show how allegory 

encourages the reader to track and link Aeneas’s actions and experiences with Augustus’s 

own. 
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